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In memory of Comrade TN

Here we are publishing two letters by Com.TN written to his younger brother Krishna
Reddy from underground life. In this letter, com TN warned his family member to change
their behavior lest they have to face the anger of  the people for their anti-people activities
– editor.

====
To Kittu,

It was ages that I wrote to you. Last time when I wrote to you I asked you to send money. I
know that you do not have money but the situation was so upside down that I thought you
would send it if  you have it by chance. Never mind. Somehow the time was spent. But it seems
as though our propaganda was slackened and the movement also cooled down a little. Recently
I collected a fund of  Rs.700 again. That means I could get two months allowance of  the party.
It will be very useful to the party if  friends like you until they do not turn into enemies, give
financial help to the party by reducing their expenses to some extent. But in a capitalist system
it is not possible to do so when relatives and others were lavishly spending money unless you
concentrate on it. This is not possible unless communist attitude is imbibed in the blood. So I
do not want to write especially as you were once a party member. I congratulate those friends
who gave Rs 700/- even though they were spending much money for the cases on people. I am
thinking of  touring throughout the district and collect the amount from those who could
contribute big amounts.
Let it go! I thought of  writing an important thing. As there is a boil on my right hand thumb, you
have to read this with some trouble and it is your responsibility to tell the details of  this letter
to others.
As this is a matter related to our family, and as it is necessary to give prior information, I am
writing this and you have to convey this to others in a proper way. We do not take severe
action without warning beforehand.

The acts of landlords of  Tarimela are becoming outrageous. You know about the retaliatory
actions taken by the Party with the support of  the people against those who are perpetrating
attacks on the people. Once I suggested to you about the action to be taken against Ranga
(Ranga Reddy-second brother of  TN). I remember to have written to the father conveying the
meaning that he would be a victim to the anger of  the people. But my advice was rejected.
They refuse to learn that the history of  the world wrote a death sentence to this society and
this fact is being proved every day. Those who want to take revenge on people did not learn
lessons from the punishments given by the people. Our mass movement will not tolerate those
who create troubles to the people by foisting false cases on them. We are not impotent to be
passive if  you watch throughout night and send information to the police as soon as you hear
about the entry of  Nagireddy in to the village. They may be arrogant enough as guns, state
machinery and jails are in their favour. But they do not have unity among their friends which
we have though we are limited in number. We have the courage which they lacked. We are
proud and confident as we are the leaders of  struggling people of  the world. We know that
hundreds will emerge to occupy our positions even ten of  us die.

They foisted some case or other on all those whom they suspect to be communists. As
they are on the side of  the government, the government pleader will be on their side. All the
cases are being considered as government cases. But people are forced to spend thousands
of  rupees to attend the court and to pay the lawyers. They used violence on Mutyalu and
involved him in rioting case and thus they proved that nonviolence, truth, justice were on their
side! By foisting a case on Naganna, they tried to force him to support them. When I visited
Tarimela, I came to know that whether big or petty cases altogether 60 to 70 cases were
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registered on people. As they were increasing the financial burden on the people, we declare
that we will take revenge for this very soon.

Not only in these cases. From the day of  releasing a statement of  14 pages in 1948 with
cheap, obscene and false things to now, our family had been doing the duty of  dogs. How
many CID reports they had sent? Why do they send information to the police though we meet
the people somewhere in the mountains which are far away from the village?  Earlier in 1948
they tried to arrest us by appointing some in the village. But most of those whom they appointed
to convey the information about us hate them. So we were able to get news beforehand and
took precautions. Do you think that we do not know that after sending information to the police
how throughout the night they watched for us by sitting outside as somebody informed that I
was coming to Tarimela in January? By night itself  we came to know that they sent the report
to the police. Our men conveyed it even before the morning. By observing all these activities,
we decided not to wait for more time without taking any action.

So listen carefully. We don’t want to give more examples of  their activities against us.
Because of  their actions our friends were tortured in the jails. Because of  their false
accusations there were innumerable cases and heavy expenditure on people. It seems that
some  are coming forward to depose before the court against us as they understood that the
government is on their side. We are facing dangerous situation because of  their activities
against us.

So we are forced to take up a new programme. We will collect the amount for our
expenditure from the same landlords. Better to understand that we will collect even to the
last pie.

We were patient enough for two years which we cannot continue any more. At least now
do you realize that unnecessarily interfering in the village life is dangerous to you? We already
proved throughout the district that we are patient and never take action in a hasty way. But to
continue that patience and tolerance now will be nothing but treachery to the people.

Last time in my letter to Subbareddy, I wrote that I was grieved only because of  his vicious
activities, our family would face difficulties. Because of  your activities our children will have
to face so many difficulties. Then I wrote that it will be better to spend time peacefully by
adjusting with the times and not to take sides in anything. History proves that we never touch
those landlords who were not against us. If  they are also ready to lose their lives like us they
can face us. It is historically proved that though thousands and lakhs of  communists are
sacrificing their lives for the sake of  a new society which guarantees permanent peace and
glory, they are being replaced by others immediately leaving no gap. Unlike the Congress
party members who become notorious as selfish and corrupt within two years of  coming to
power, even the enemies also are not able to accuse the communist party of  any country as
selfish and corrupt party though in power for several years. Communists have great moral
power. Though we are less in number, we have the support of  people. It was proved in our
area in the last elections. Though repression was used, shot hundreds of  them in the jail (
Vizag,  Vellore, Cuddalur, Salem, Dumdum, Calcutta, Ahmednagar etc.) and in the processions,
killed thousands of  them and foisted cases on lakhs of  people and imprisoned them the
movement did not subside.The speeches of  Nehru and Patel prove this fact. Do they learn a
lesson from observing all this? It is left to them whether they continue to behave highhandedly
by using their power or not.

Inform our mother all these things. If  any dangerous thing happens I will not be responsible.
I was patient and tolerant for two long years. Now it is not possible. Revenge is imminent.
Each and every action of  them is recorded in our account books as in the book of  Chitragupta
of  the other world. Their last stage is very near. I cannot and will not write more than this.

We will observe your activities from now onwards. How many people will depose before
the court depends on Subbareddy and Rangareddy. If  they withdraw nobody will come forward.
So we will assess them according to their attitude.
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Secondly, we spent round about Rs 1500 for security case, Mutyalu case and Phanibhushan
case. Money was spent for attending cases, bail petitions, fees for advocates etc. some more
amount is to be added to the above. By not attending as witnesses, and by bearing the above
costs of  the cases we will understand that there is a change in you. So it is necessary on your
part to bear the expenditure of  Mutyalu case and Security case.

Thirdly, from now onwards you have to stop sending CID reports to the police. Let the
government officials and their CIDs collect the news.

Fourthly, you know well our demands in regard to canal. You will understand if  you read
our pamphlet on the implementation of  our demands on the use of  canal.

This demand is not at all a loss to you. It is wrong to think that by this your influence will
decrease. On the other hand I can say strongly that it increases your goodwill. Do not interfere
in these things unnecessarily so that our family may not incur any loss.

It is necessary to call for a meeting of  the village at a convenient place and come to an
agreement on the above lines. In our strikes and other programmes success comes to those
who are well united. But unnecessary interference is not good.
My personal issue: Show this also to our mother. It is known that my property was confiscated
by the government. But I came to know that in this regard some defects crept in. We would
like to know if  the government took over my land, how much amount is being paid to the
government by the cultivator farmers. If  this information is given we will plan our action in
such a way which will not incur loss to anybody.

Here I would like to clarify a point. Last time when I wrote letter to father I wrote that all my
money is to be given to Kantham (wife of  TN) and afterwards I would not touch even a single
paise from my house. I hope that it was done accordingly. So I feel that I received all that I
should receive. I am writing to Kantham that from 10 days after receiving this letter not to
take even a single pie from there. Unless there is a change in the family it is to be noted that I
treat them as my enemies and I hate them. As such my wife and my child should not live at the
charity of  my enemies. If  they take even a pie it is going against my wishes. I do not want to
extend more on this.

After conducting the meeting at the mountain I received new lungis and dhovatis from
several quarters.

People were grieved to see men like me wearing  torn shirt. How can I show my gratitude
to them for their love and affection for these two years except by going again to work among
them? It is surprising that those whom I do not know sending like this. It is enough to be
recognized as a leader who lead them in revolutionary programme with sincerity, commitment
and courage.

Tell the mother and aunt that I am healthy. The method I suggested is the only way for the
welfare of  our family in these days, and there is no other way to follow except this if  we want
to meet again. Otherwise I will not step in to that house in my life.

If  China comes under communists in 1049, in 50 it is possible to happen in Indo-china,
Malaya, Burma. It is a fact that peoples revolt will take place from this year.

The truth is on our side. So victory is inevitable.
Read this letter before mother, aunt, and father. Let them tell Rangareddy.

10-2-50 Eldest Brother

(contd...)
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LETTER 2

I thought of  writing and sending it towards the close of  February but thinking that what
was the use of  writing any number of  letters to those who do not believe me, and as no one
was available to take this letter I kept it with me.

In addition to that, the visit of  Sanjivareddy and indiscriminate arrests and his arrogant
public speech in Tarimela followed. After that this letter became unnecessary. The situation
reached the climax stage. So I did not send it. Even if  I send it the blind and deaf  cannot listen
and see these facts.

I AM SENDING THIS TO YOU………
After elections Rangareddy sent a police report to nab me and until the day he watched

for me we simply ignored him and continued our work. In the September and December reports
on Tarimela, it was said that landlords of Tarimela were softened and there appeared a change
in their attitude. But I told them that change was not genuine. My assessment was proved in
their attempt in January to arrest me.

What to do with such mean people? With what name should we call him? Malice towards
the people! For his selfish advantage the whole village is in jail!! Unending attacks! Even on
Ugadi( Telugu New Year’s Day) the village was desolate.
- Withdraw the cases on all the people immediately!
- Placing the Mutyalu Banda in its original place!
- Accepting our demands in regard to canal water and conducting of  elections!
- Bearing at least half  of  the expenses of  the case!
- Stopping sending of  CID reports!
   These are our minimum demands.
      Afterwards the prestige and honour of  Subbareddy will continue if  he follows my advice. It
is left to him. The way which he is following now is dangerous. It is treachery to the whole
family. It is greater treachery to children, mother and others. This is my opinion.
        If  you accept my opinion another advise to you. To pay the expenses of  the case, my
money can also be used. You need not give to Laksmikantham. If  you are unable to pay, I wish
you to give my money and protect the family.
       If  you do not accept my opinion you need not give my money also. I decided to write that
even the rent for the house also is not to be taken. After a month it will be implemented.
      Accepting my idea, if  you come with an agreement with people of  the village and bear the
loss incurred by them with your money, give my money to Laskmikantha as a single payment.
It is not advisable that she should ask for money from time to time.

Another advise.You may ask that is it not insulting to come to a compromise after all this!
I say definite NO.

Subbareddy may tell the people that he is compromising as he cannot break relations with
son, and cannot see the suffering of  the mother and to prevent the breaking of  the family. If
he thinks it is insulting on his part to do so, he may do like that. It is dangerous to say that he
is compromising because of  my letter.

My advice is useful to the prestige and honour of  Subbareddy. It is advantageous to the
family. Communists will not touch those – even landlords who do not try to destroy the mass
movements. But revolution will not excuse those enemies who are proud of  their wealth and
support of  the state. They will be punished whatever may be their strength, security and even
if  they travel in cars or aero planes.

Convey my greetings to mother and aunt. They are before my eyes though there is no
opportunity to see them physically. Sisters might have forgotten me. Do they think that their
brother is a cruel person? Whatever it may be convey my hearty greetings to them. As they
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still remember convey my kisses to them. Nirmala, Neerada, Amara might have been forgetting
me. If  they forgot me do not remind them.

If  you meet Indira, Anitha, Nirmala convey this uncle’s good wishes. As we cannot trust
anybody it is not possible to see them. Convey my greetings to uncle and aunt and my
salutations to them. Nowadays it became a habit to the government to shoot us by calling us
as guerillas. So there is no question of  meeting them.

In China the evil forces were destroyed. In several countries like Burma, Malasia, Indochina,
Korea etc. people are victorious and the frightened traitors were convening international
conferences in vain.

How do you do? If  there is no development in political knowledge, one will be frightened
by the imperialist and feudal forces which attack with lethal weapons and yield to their
propaganda. Ultimately as it is not possible to resist morally in the name of  aligned one
becomes an enemy to the people. Be careful.

This year I was collecting from the friends and your friends for the party fund. Hitherto all
of  them gave what I demanded. These two years how much did you give to the party? Without
calculating it, can you give much more? You can give but you are to be willing to give it. I
cannot mention the amount. Send what you can. You have to give that much which was given
by other friends who are equal to your position.

24-5-50                                                                                                    Eldest Brother

*****


